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THE CLASSICAL IRRATIONALITY PROBLEM FOR 7-FRACTIONS

R. M. HOVSTAD

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a   T-fraction to

correspond to a rational function.

1. Introduction

The subject for study in this paper is the general 7-fraction

°°        z
(1.1) K -j—,

k=xek + dkz

where ek ^ 0 and dk for k > 1 are complex numbers. The continued fraction

(1.1) corresponds to a uniquely determined formal power series

(1.2) £l(z) = f + -..

at z = 0. For background to 7-fractions and correspondence we refer to the

recent book [4] by Jones and Thron.

The problem discussed in this paper is what kind of restrictions must be im-

posed on (1.1) so we can conclude that (1.2) is the power series of a rational

function. This problem is mentioned in the classic book [5, p. 174] and re-

cent contributions to this problem area by Jefferson, Hag and Waadeland, are

reported and commented in [4, p. 380]. See also [1-3, 7]. In the next para-

graph we give a solution of this problem in the form of necessary and sufficient

conditions involving a polynomial sequence satisfying certain properties. This

provides us with a device which makes it possible to track down all possible

types of rationality in (1.2). A corollary is given where the simplest type is

treated explicitly.

The method used in the present treatment is founded on the concept of tails.

We call
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for k > 1 the tails of (1.1). We notice that (1.3) corresponds to a uniquely

determined formal power series

(1.4) gk(z) = ^ + ...
ek

at z = 0 for k > 1 . Tails have recently been in focus in the theory of continued

fractions. See especially Waadeland's paper [8]. However, the present author's

use of tails originated independently, and later, in an analysis of the role of the

Euclidean algorithm in the classical theory of irrational numbers by the aid of

continued fractions. See [5, p. 56] and [6, p. 22].

2. Rationality

The solution of the problem is given in the following theorem. We note that

deg/z > 0 means the degree of a polynomial p .

Theorem. The continued fraction (1.1) corresponds to a rational function at

z = 0 if and only if there exist an integer q > 0 and a sequence of polynomials

{pk}k>0 with the following three properties

(2.1) degpk = k + q

(2.2) pk(z) = akzk+ ■■■       (ak7éO)

(2.3) zpk_x(z) = (ek + dkz)pk(z)+pk+x(z)

for k sufficiently large. In case of rationality we have that (1.3) corresponds to

(2.4) Jii£>*+...
Pk-i(z)      ek

at z = 0 for k sufficiently large.

Proof. First, suppose that (1.1) corresponds to a rational function px(z)/p0(z),

where P0(z) and px(z) are polynomials.   Obviously we can choose p0(z) =

1-1-  and px(z) = z/ex H-. Define the sequence {pk}k>0 of formal power

series by the formal identity

(2.5) Pk{z) = gk(z)pk_x(z)

for k > 2. We notice that (2.5) is also true formally for k = 1 and the

polynomials p0 and /z, can be considered as formal power series where only a

finite number of the coefficients in the expansions are nonzero. From (1.4) and

(2.5) we conclude by induction that

(2.6) pk(z) = akzk + •••

for k > 0 where ekak = ak_x for zc > 1 with a0 - 1 . From (1.3) and (1.4)

we see that

(2.7) gk(z) =
ek^dkz + gk+l(z)
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formally for k > 1 . The formal identities (2.5) and (2.7) further give that

(2.8) zpk_x(z) = (ek + dkz)pk(z)+pk+x(z)

formally for zc > 1 . The identity (2.8) is a relation involving formal power

series such that p0 and px have only a finite number of nonzero coefficients in

their expansions. By induction we then see from (2.8) that pk for all zc > 0

has only a finite number of nonzero coefficients in the expansion. This means

that {pk}k>0 can be considered a polynomial sequence. This is the polynomial

sequence in the theorem. From (2.6) we therefore conclude that àegpk > k for

k > 0. Further from (2.8) we find that degpk+x < max(degpk, degpk_x) + 1

for k > 1 . Thus

(2.9) 0 < max(degpk+x, dtgpk) - k < max(degpk , degpk_x) - (zc - 1)

for zc > 1 . Clearly we cannot have strict inequality in the right inequality of

(2.9) for infinitely many values of zc since this would produce a descending

infinite sequence of positive integers which is clearly impossible. Thus we have

(2.10) max(degpk+x, degpk) = max(degpk, degpk_,) + 1

for k > kQ > 1 , where zc0 is a suitable chosen integer. Let zz > k0 be

a fixed integer. We discriminate between two cases. The first case is when

deg/zM > degpn_x and the second case is when degpn < degpnX . Con-

sider the first case. Then from (2.10) we find that max(degpn+x, deg/zj =

deg/>n + 1 and therefore degpn+x = dcgpn + 1 . Next consider the second

case. We find then from (2.10) that max(degpn+x, degpn) = degpn_x + 1 and

therefore degpn+x = degpnX + 1 > degpn. Again using (2.10) we find that

max(degpn+2, degpn+x) = degpn+x + 1 and therefore degpn+2 = deg/zn+, + 1 .

Thus in both cases we arrive at the existence of an integer k > kQ + 1 such

that degpk = degpkx + 1 . Consider therefore some integer k > kQ + 1 where

degpk = degpk_x + 1 . From (2.10) we conclude that max(deg/zfc+,, degpk) -

degpk + 1 and therefore degpk+x = dtgpk + 1. In this way we continue and

clearly we have

(2.11) degpk = degpk_x + 1

for k sufficiently large. From (2.11) we conclude that degpk - k — q > 0

is constant for zc sufficiently large. Thus we have shown the existence of an

integer q > 0 (this is the number q in the theorem) such that

(2.12) degpk = zc + q

for k sufficiently large and condition (2.1) in the theorem is proved. In addi-

tion, conditions (2.2) and (2.3) are easily concluded from (2.6) and (2.8).

Second, let the conditions (2.1)—(2.3) in the theorem be fulfilled for a se-

quence {pk}k>0 of polynomials and a fixed integer q > 0. Suppose that condi-

tions (2.1)—(2.3) are true for k > h0> 1, where h0 is a suitable integer. Then

certainly

(2.13) zpk_x(z) = (ek + dkz)pk(z) + pk+x(z)
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for k > h0+\ . Since for k > h0, pk(z) can be written pk(z) - z fk(z) where

(2.14) fk(z) = ak +

for k > hQ is a polynomial of degree q , we see from (2.13) that

(2.15)
*fk(z)  = z_

/*_,(*)     ek + dkz + zfk+x(z)/fk(z)

for k > h0 + 1 . We will now show that

(2.16)
OO

K
k=h0+iek + dkz

corresponds to the rational function

z4+i(z)
(2.17)

*A„+1

/*!(*)
■z +

at z = 0. To this end we consider the usual approximants of (2.16) denoted by

An(z)/Bn(z) in the standard notation (see for example the book [4]). We find

z4+.(z)     An(z)

(2.18)

ky)        Bn(z)

\fh0+n(Z)An(Z) + z/Vh+i(*K-i(*)        An(z)

\Bn(z)(fho+n(z)Bn(z) + zfho+n+x(z)Bn_x(z))\

for zz > 0. The equations in (2.18) are standard. See for example [4, p. 20].

It should however be pointed out that the first equality in (2.18) arises from

repeated application of (2.15). From (2.14), (2.18) and the fact that Bn(0) $ 0

we see that (2.16) corresponds to (2.17) at z = 0. This gives us as a conclusion

that also (1.1) corresponds to a rational function at z = 0.

Finally, we notice that (2.4) in the theorem is established in the light of

(2.17) and the proof is completed (remember that ah

from (2.13)).

The integer q > 0 in the theorem is important for practical purposes. Ac-

cording to increasing values of q we can trace all possible types of rational

correspondences of (1.1). We treat the simplest type where q — 0 in the fol-

lowing corollary.

Corollary (case q — 0). If the continued fraction (1.1) obeys

1

VV' follows

(2.19) d,+ = 0
-k+\

for sufficiently large k, then (1.1) corresponds to a rational function at z = 0.

More explicitly we have that
OO 7

(2.20)

corresponds to z/ek at z

OO

K -
i=k e, zle,+\

0 for sufficiently large k.
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Proof. Let g = 0 in the theorem. Consider a sequence {pk}k>0 of polynomials

where

(2.21) pk(z) = akzk

with ak ^ 0 for zc sufficiently large. Clearly conditions (2.1) and (2.2) in the

theorem are fulfilled. After having introduced (2.21) in the condition (2.3) in

the theorem, this condition reads

(2.22) ak_xzk = ak(ek + dkz)zk + ak+xzk+1

for k sufficiently large. Simple calculation shows that (2.22) is equivalent to

ekak = ak_x and dkak + ak+i = 0 for k sufficiently large. This implies (2.19).

On the other hand if (2.19) is true we clearly can choose the numbers ak in

(2.21) such that ekak = ak_x for zc sufficiently large, and this in turn implies

dkak + ak+i = 0 for k sufficiently large. Thus (2.19) is necessary and sufficient

for the continued fraction (1.1) to correspond to a rational function at z = 0

in case q = 0. In addition, statement (2.4) in the theorem gives us (2.20). All

this implies the corollary.

Choosing ek — 1 and dk = -1 for k > 1 in the corollary we have that the

continued fraction

oo        2

(2.23) K-
k=\\ - z

corresponds to the rational function z at z = 0. The example (2.23) is well

known in the literature. See for example [4, p. 146]. Also the corollary in

general is well known. See [4, Theorem 7.20], [7, Observation 3, p. 29], and [9,

§3].

We can continue to find explicit formulas of the type (2.19) for the cases

where q > 1. The formulas will get more and more involved for increasing

values of q. This illustrates the complex nature of the problem of rational

correspondence of general 7-fractions. This implies that it is difficult to de-

cide from the theorem whether a given 7-fraction corresponds to a rational

function or not, in spite of the fact that explicit conditions for all types of

rational correspondences can in principle be obtained by following the calcula-

tions necessitated by the theorem and the difficulties just mentioned are only of

a technical nature.
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